DEADLIEST CATCH S14 | 20X60

The 16-time Emmy® Award-winning series returns for its landmark 14th season. With the lucrative Bairdi fishery opening back up and adding millions of pounds to the pot, there is a renewed sense of optimism.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide in July

DODO HEROES | 6X60

See inspiring stories of animals from around the world in dire need, and those who go to unimaginable lengths to help them.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide in Summer 2018

FRONTIER CHINA: SOUND OF THE ROAD | 1X60

Adventure travel blogger Layla Xu takes viewers on a journey from the Pamir Plateau to Lhasa, exploring the lives of the people along this road.

FUN TAIWAN FIRST TIMER | 10X60

Join Janet Hsieh as she invites first time travelers to get out of their comfort zone and journey abroad to Taiwan.

Available for license worldwide in May

HOW CHINA WORKS S2 | 3X60

Danny Forster is back in China to learn the country’s ambitious infrastructure plans, innovative technological ecosystem and the lifestyles of its middle class that are driving the nation forward.
INSANE POOLS: OFF THE DEEP END S3 | 11X60

Award-winning pool designer, Lucas Congdon and his crew tackle unprecedented designs in their quest to build breathtaking natural wonders in everyday backyards.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide in Summer 2018

INNOVATION HUB | 1X30

What does the future have in store for automobiles? Watch as Audi Brand Ambassador Dick Lee and Audi Sport Ambassador Tay Ping Hui discover the possibilities the car of the future brings.

SECRETS OF THE PANGOLIN | 3X30

The pangolin, a bizarre looking mammal with the armored scales of a reptile, has been hunted to near extinction, now making it a critically endangered species. This series documents the efforts of research teams in Taiwan as they seek to understand and protect this reclusive creature.

NATE & JEREMIAH BY DESIGN S2 | 8X60

Nate Berkus and husband Jeremiah Brent are back, changing the lives of homeowners who have gone over budget and over schedule on renovation projects and can’t see a way out.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide in Summer 2018
SHIFTING GEARS WITH AARON KAUFMAN | 12X60

Fast N’ Loud star Aaron Kaufman is back, and this time he’s the boss. Redefining the custom car building space, he’s pushing his design abilities to the limits and focusing on vehicle builds driven by passion.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide Summer 2018

SILICON VALLEY: THE UNTOLD STORY | 3X60

Just south of San Francisco, Silicon Valley is home to Apple, Facebook, Intel and Google. There is no other place on earth that can rival its remarkable record of innovation. This series takes a look at the history of Silicon Valley, and reveals how it became such a fertile ground for technological breakthroughs.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide Summer 2018

TAIWAN REVEALED: GREEN SAVERS | 1X60

From creating electronics-grade copper from wastewater, to turning discarded electronics screens into high-tech building material, these green innovators are challenging what’s possible. This special brings viewers on an eye-opening exploration of the innovative techniques turning today’s trash into tomorrow’s treasure.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide in July

TWIN TURBOS | 6X60

For the past 25 years, Doug Deberti has been a notable figure in the world of custom builds, but his son Brad is known for something different – he’s a racing prodigy. Together they build custom cars and trucks to help fund Brad’s dream of becoming a NASCAR driver.

Available for license now in the U.S. and worldwide in June
CHIP AND JOANNA GAINES help homebuyers in Waco, Texas, look past the superficial and buy the worst house in the best neighborhood. With his expertise in construction and her keen design sense, Chip and Jo transform potential-rich houses into their clients’ dream homes.

BEACHFRONT BARGAIN HUNT | 234X30

Beachfront property dreams can come true, even on the tightest budget. These coastal home seekers discover some of the most surprisingly affordable beachfront locales.

DINERS, DRIVE-INS AND DIVES | 357X30 & 86X60

Host Guy Fieri takes a cross-country road trip to visit some of America’s classic “greasy spoon” restaurants -- diners, drive-ins and dives -- that have been doing it right for decades.

CARIBBEAN PIRATE TREASURE | 14X30

Husband-wife duo Philippe and Ashlan Cousteau explore the Caribbean by boat, investigating legends of lost treasure and pirates’ plunder. Their adventures take them to some of the most beautiful destinations in the world.
EXPEDITIONS UNKNOWN | 16X90 | 7X120
Josh Gates investigates the truth behind the world’s most iconic and captivating legends. Leaving no stone unturned, Josh’s adventures take him around the globe as he immerses himself in the core locales linked to each tale.

FLIP OR FLOP | 8X7X30
Flipping team Tarek and Christina have viewers on the edge of their seats as they purchase dilapidated properties for cash, sometimes sight unseen, and then renovate and flip them for resale.

HOUSE HUNTERS INTERNATIONAL | 17X4X30
From Denmark to the Dominican Republic, we follow home seekers around the world as they navigate the sometimes-rough waters of buying real estate in other countries.

LEGENDARY LOCATIONS | 16X930
Josh Gates goes on an awe-inspiring journey to the most storied places on the planet. He immerses himself in the legends that made these intriguing locations famous and explores them through his unique point of view.
MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM | 310X60
Host Don Wildman unearths relics from the world’s greatest institutions to reveal incredible secrets from the past. Through compelling interviews, rare archival footage and arresting re-creations, Don pursues extraordinary tales of intrigue and wonder.

SIBA’S TABLE | 20X30
Siba Mtongana shares the rich fusion culture of modern South African food. She gives the traditional recipes she grew up with a totally modern twist, while injecting them with international flavors.

TOP OF THE WORLD | 6X60
Unique views and the stories behind them are highlighted at some of the most gorgeous and epic locations around the world. From unusual vantage points to once-in-a-lifetime panoramic views, each spot offers an immersive, thrilling experience.

UNIQUE SWEETS | 9IX30
Unique Sweets is an insider’s peek into innovative eateries across America that are creating the most unique and exciting desserts today. These sweet spots cover the gamut: restaurants with revolutionary pastry chefs; candy shops inventing eye-popping confections; chocolate boutiques with wild artisanal flavors and bakeries producing one-of-a-kind pastries.